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Abstract

This report provides an overview of activity related to QAnon on
Twitter, using a novel dataset of nearly 85 million tweets sent
between July 9, 2018 and October 31, 2020. The report focuses
on tweets that Twitter identified as being in English; future work
will examine the portion of the dataset in other languages. We
present results of several preliminary lines of inquiry. First, we
validate the dataset by identifying irrelevant tweets that were
mistakenly collected. We then describe how many of the tweets
express belonging to the community of adherents of the QAnon
conspiracy theories, how many express criticism of QAnon, and
how many instead use QAnon-adjacent terms to express
belonging to the community of Trump supporters. Next, we
summarize the dataset, examining features such as the number
of tweets per day and the number of retweets per tweet. We
attempt a preliminary characterization of the user base using
data drawn from user bios and present the most frequent words
and two-word phrases that appear in the text of tweets. Finally,
we note several areas for future work.
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Introduction

Since the election of Donald Trump to the presidency, a new conspiracy theory has
emerged in the United States. According to this theory, a high-ranking federal official
known only as “Q” provides coded hints about covert action taken by Donald Trump
against sinister elites who engage in malevolent behaviors ranging from planning a coup
to running an international child sex trafficking ring. QAnon adherents have been active
on social media platforms including fringe sites like 4chan, where the first “Q drops”
appeared, as well as mainstream sites like Twitter and Reddit, where users post
thousands of QAnon-related messages each day.

Broadly speaking, conspiracy theories are “an effort to explain some event or practice by
reference to the machinations of powerful people, who attempt to conceal their role”
(Sunstein & Vermeule, 2009, p. 205). These powerful people are often depicted as
outsiders (ranging from the financial elite to the Illuminati to those who would orchestrate
a one-world-government under the New World Order) who ruthlessly pursue their own
benefit at the expense of everyday people (Barkun, 1996, p. 51). Though conspiracy
theories are often highly complex in their detail, they provide an explanation for things
that are difficult to understand by describing them as the result of evil actions by a group
of secret actors.

Conspiracy theories pose numerous social and political problems. For example, contrary
evidence cannot change followers’ minds easily, and they are resistant to anything that
invalidates their beliefs. Conspiracy theorists tend to interpret new evidence in favor of
confirming their beliefs (Sunstein & Vermeule, 2009). Additionally, conspiracy theories
can have detrimental effects on political discourse (DiGrazia, 2017; Introne et al., 2017;
Pitcavage, 2001) and even motivate violence and criminal acts (Pitcavage, 2001;
Sunstein & Vermeule, 2009), as has been the case with QAnon.
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Scholars have investigated both individual traits and structural conditions that are
associated with conspiratorial beliefs. Individual traits (such as political cynicism,
negative attitudes towards authority, and feelings of social alienation) and demographics
(including age and gender) can partly explain conspiratorial ideation (Swami et al., 2010,
2011). Those who believe in one set of conspiracy theories tend to accept other
conspiracy theories (Barkun, 2016; Swami et al., 2010, 2011). In addition, macro-level
social conditions and structural social changes such as immigration and unemployment
that invoke feelings of fear and insecurity are associated with increased interests and
beliefs in conspiratorial theories (DiGrazia, 2017). Outrage and fear triggered by social
and political events can encourage people to turn to conspiracy theories for explanations
(Sunstein & Vermeule, 2009). Furthermore, there is a strong link between political
extremism and conspiratorial ideation (Berger, 2018; van Prooijen et al., 2015).

While conspiracy theories predate the internet, online forums and social networking
websites facilitate their diffusion (Berger, 2018; Introne et al., 2017). The QAnon
conspiracy theory emerged in October 2017 on 4chan, an anonymous message board,
when a user identifying themselves as “Q” claimed that President Trump was taking
covert action against nefarious enemies (Martineau, 2017). Argentino and Amarasingam
(2020) describe QAnon as “a conspiratorial and anti-establishment ideology rooted in a
quasi-apocalyptic desire to destroy the existing, corrupt world and usher in a promised
golden age.” QAnon followers believe that a group of pedophiles including well-known
Democrats and Hollywood celebrities operate a child sex trafficking ring (Roose, 2020).
They venerate President Trump as a hero who is secretly working to defeat the “deep
state” (Sardarizadeh & Goodman, 2020). QAnon followers have been active on a wide
range of social media platforms, including mainstream platforms such as YouTube,
Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit as well as alternative platforms such as Parler, Gab, and
Voat (Smith, 2020; Timberg & Stanley-Becker, 2020).

Although it is unknown how many people actually subscribe to the QAnon conspiracy
theory, it has spread quickly since its inception. Journalists believe that there are
hundreds of thousands of followers (Martineau, 2017; Roose, 2020). A recent NPR/Ipsos
poll shows that 17% of respondents believe that “a group of Satan-worshipping elites
who run a child sex ring are trying to control our politics and media,” and another 37%
don't know whether that is true (Rose, 2020). QAnon has even made its way into the
mainstream political arena. According to Kaplan (2020), ninety-seven QAnon supporters
ran for Congress during the 2020 election cycle, and two of them won. Furthermore,
QAnon has also gained a considerable following outside the United States, mainly in
Europe, Japan, and Latin America (Scott, 2020; Zimmerman, 2020).
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In 2020, several social media companies independently decided that activity
supporting the QAnon conspiracy theory causes harm, with YouTube, Twitter, and
Facebook eventually removing thousands of QAnon accounts (Ortutay, 2020). An
investigation by Facebook shows that QAnon groups had millions of members on
the platform before they were removed (Sen & Zadrozny, 2020). However, even
after these platforms took action, thousands of QAnon accounts remained on
Twitter and Facebook (Collins & Zadrozny, 2021; Timberg, 2020). After the
insurrection in Washington, D.C. on January 6, 2021, a number of platforms,
including Twitter, engaged in another round of aggressive moderation against
QAnon supporters (Collins & Zadrozny, 2021).

In addition to spreading false information online, QAnon followers have also
engaged in a number of harmful activities offline. Several adherents have been
charged with violent crimes (Amarasingam & Argentino, 2020; Roose, 2020). In
June 2018, a 30-year-old armed man was arrested on several charges including
making terrorist threats after blocking traffic on a bridge, demanding that the
government "release the OIG report," referring to a QAnon idea that an unredacted
Department of Justice inspector general report would expose the "deep state"
(Baer, 2018). In March 2019, a 24-year-old man allegedly murdered a mafia boss
because he thought the victim was a member of the “deep state” (Watkins, 2019).
In April 2020, a 37-year-old woman was arrested for threatening to kill Joe Biden
(Sommer, 2020). In January 2021, QAnon followers were spotted among the large
mob that stormed the US Capitol, including one who was shot and killed by Capitol
Police (Notopoulos & Lytvynenko, 2021). A Bellingcat investigation of the killed
woman's Twitter account reveals that the she underwent a radicalization process:
"a potent MAGA online subculture appears to have transformed this former Obama
voter, who turned to Trump over a dislike of Hillary Clinton, into a QAnon follower
ready to storm the Capitol" (Bellingcat, 2021). The FBI has identified conspiracy
theories including QAnon as a new domestic threat. New York Times columnist
Farhad Manjoo (2021) writes: “This level of influence isn’t going to disappear at
noon on Jan. 20. QAnon’s vast reach, and Trump’s deep hold on it, are here to
stay.”
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An interlude on ethics, transparency, and reproducibility

Researchers have increasingly wrestled with the ethical implications of
studying online activity (franzke et al., 2020), especially when this activity can
be construed as harmful. In this section, we outline our approach to the ethics
of this research project. Not all of this section applies directly to this report.[1]

Typically, researchers studying offline phenomena are not obligated to obtain
informed consent when observing individuals acting in public spaces. For the
purposes of this project, we consider open activity on Twitter to be analogous
to public offline behavior. We believe that we do not need informed consent
from the Twitter users who appear in our dataset, as our use of Twitter's API
means that we only collect tweets from accounts that are not private. This is
particularly true given that this project is based on "pure" observation: we do
not interact with any users or tweets related to our dataset.

We consider the issue of whether to identify users as separate from the issue
of whether we can study their activity without informed consent. This again
draws parallels with typical ethical obligations for offline research, where
researchers generally do not identify the individuals they study (with notable
exceptions for politicians and other public figures). Studying harmful activity
presents additional ethical complications in that some individuals who might be
identified in research that depicts them as bad actors welcome such
identification as a means for self-promotion (Berger, 2018, pp. 21–22).

Two strategies are commonly used to avoid identifying individuals: presenting
only aggregated data and results or presenting only de-identified data and
results.[2] In this project, we choose not to present data that would allow for
the easy identification of users without a compelling analytical reason to do so.
Generally speaking, we do not provide usernames. If reporting the results
of our analysis would be strengthened by identifying specific users, we would
consider doing so only in one of two cases: if the user has more than 5,000
followers or if the user is verified. We assume that users who meet either of
these criteria are more likely to anticipate that people are
paying attention to their tweets and that they could receive additional
attention for those tweets.

[1] The University at Albany Institutional Review Board (IRB) determined that this project does not need IRB
review because it does not meet the definition of human subjects research. IRB submission #5825. We
consider this IRB determination to be an administrative requirement but not an indicator that there are no
ethical questions that require further thought.

[2] De-identification procedures come in different degrees of thoroughness depending on the type of
data, domain of research, and other considerations. Additionally, de-identification has repeatedly been
shown to be difficult bordering on impossible in many circumstances (Hafner, 2006; Zimmer, 2010).



There are two categories of users identified in this report. The first category consists
of users whose handles most commonly appear in the user bios in our dataset, all of
whom are verified (or were, in the case of users who had their accounts suspended
by Twitter). The second category consists of users whose handles contain our
collection terms.

In addition to not specifically identifying users unless they meet one of these criteria,
we largely do not provide information such as full-text tweets or user bios that would
allow readers to easily identify individual users. Instead, we generally either
paraphrase tweets (or bios) or create fictional composite tweets by combining
quotes from different tweets. In the text, we clearly signal whether a tweet is a direct
quote, a paraphrase, or an illustrative fictional composite tweet. In this report, the
only such information that we provide is the top handles, unigrams, and bigrams that
appear in user descriptions, along with the top unigrams and bigrams that appear
in the text of tweets. However, none of this information is sufficient to identify
specific users in our dataset.

This approach to research ethics complicates efforts to provide transparency and
reproducibility for this project. To balance transparency and reproducibility with this
ethics approach, we have created a GitHub repository[3] that contains four
elements: (1) a description of the contents of the repository; (2) a link to a
compressed file containing all of the tweet IDs for tweets in this dataset; (3) several
Python files containing code used to generate the descriptive statistics and
visualizations in this report; and (4) a YAML file containing information about the
Python environment used to run the code.
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[3] https://github.com/albany-social-media-analysis/QonTwitterIDDP

https://github.com/albany-social-media-analysis/QonTwitterIDDP
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The dataset for this project was collected using STACKS (Hemsley et al., 2019), an

open-source tool written in Python to collect data from Twitter's filtered stream API,

do some light processing of that data (for example, converting time from textual

data to native datetime data), and store the data in MongoDB. In total, the dataset

contains nearly 105 million tweets.

 

The filtered stream API[4] provides a persistent synchronous connection to Twitter.

As long as the connection is open, tweets matching the parameters specified in the

API call are delivered in near-real-time up to an unspecified limit (around 1% of the

global volume of tweets at any given time; it seems that the relevant time period for

this is sub-second, though exact information is not available). To build this dataset,

we use collection terms as "track" parameters. We do not use any other parameters

(such as language or location) in our API call. This means that Twitter returns any

tweet that contains at least one of the terms used as a track parameter, whether that

term appears in the text of a tweet, as a hashtag, as an at-mention, or in a hyperlink.

Initially, the data collection process began with one collection term (qanon), with a

second (pizzagate) added a few days later. This dataset was originally built as a test

case for FlockWatch, an open-source tool built by Jackson to identify changes in

language in longitudinal text datasets (Jackson 2018; 2019). FlockWatch has been

run consistently with this dataset since July 2018. It provides lists of trending

unigrams and bigrams (i.e., one- and two-word phrases); it also provides a list of

unigrams that co-occur with existing collection terms. Importantly, this tool does not

make any decisions about whether to add new collection terms; instead, it provides

recommendations in the form of the output lists of trending terms and co-

occurrences, which researchers can then review and use their domain expertise to

determine which of the trending and co-occurring terms to add, if any. For this

project, the output lists were regularly reviewed and individual unigrams and

bigrams from the output were added as new collection terms as appropriate. After

starting with two collection terms, there were 176 collection terms in use at the end

of October 2020 (see Appendix A for a list of all collection terms and the date that

each term began to be used as a collection criterion).

Data collection

[4] https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/tweets/filter-realtime/overview

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/tweets/filter-realtime/overview


The initial data collection process began on July 9, 2018. With any long-term real-
time data collection effort, there are bound to be gaps (for example, if an API
connection breaks or a server crashes). We do not have complete logs that
contain information about API connection breaks or server crashes; thus, we have
done a post-hoc analysis to look for substantial gaps in tweet creation
timestamps. In total, there are only six gaps of one hour or more. One gap is more
than one day in duration: no tweets were collected from December 6, 2018 at 6:27
p.m. to December 10, 2018 at 1:55 p.m. The average number of tweets collected
each day in December 2018 is 100,499, suggesting that approximately 383,041
tweets were lost during this gap.
 
When using the stream API, if more tweets match the API parameters than Twitter
will return, we receive a message indicating how many tweets matched our
collection criteria that Twitter did not send to us. We are not confident in the
reliability of this information about the number of lost tweets. Our best estimate is
that we missed between 332,446 and 954,852 tweets during the time period under
consideration (from 0.3% to 0.9% of the total dataset). Even at the high end of this
range, this is at the level of statistical noise relative to the number of tweets
collected.

The total number of tweets collected between July 9, 2018 and October 31, 2020
is 104,697,999. Of these, 84,500,492 (80.71%) are identified by Twitter as being
in English. For this report, we set aside tweets in other languages for future work.
As mentioned above, QAnon has spread around the globe (Scott, 2020;
Zimmerman, 2020); we take up the question of international spread in future
analysis.
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Figure 1. Proportion of tweet languages as identified by Twitter



The dataset discussed here consists of nearly 85 million tweets sent over the course of
845 days. The number of tweets sent per day varied, from a non-zero low of 30,102 (on
July 9, 2018, the first day of collection) to a high of 662,012 (on July 22, 2020, the day that
Twitter announced wide-ranging moderation effort aimed at pro-QAnon activity). Most days
(534 out of 845) saw fewer than 100,000 tweets, with the median number of tweets sent in
a day being 84,057. Of the 309 days with more than 100,000 tweets, 47 had more than
200,000. This information is summarized in Table 1 and Figure 2.

As seen in Figure 3, there is substantial variation in the number of tweets per day. Prior to
March 2020, there were occasional sudden spikes in volume. In some cases, the volume of
tweets per day quickly returned to a baseline below 100,000. In other cases, the return to
baseline was more gradual. From March 2020 through the end of October 2020, the
volume of tweets related to QAnon was generally much higher than in the prior period, with
the median number of tweets per day being 130,057; at the same time, it was more
volatile, with frequent large changes in tweet volume from day to day. At first glance, we
think that this increase in volume is related to two primary offline events: the increasing
prominence of COVID-19, particularly after President Trump declared a national
emergency on March 13, 2020 (Trump, 2020); and the widespread protests that emerged
after George Floyd's death on May 25, 2020 (Bailey et al., 2020).

Overview
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Figure 2. Histogram of the distribution of the daily number of tweets



Early in the morning on July 22, 2020,[5] Twitter announced that the platform would step up
moderation activity around QAnon, citing a potential for QAnon activity "to lead to offline
harm" (“QAnon,” 2020; Timberg, 2020; Twitter Safety, 2020). Media outlets reported that
7,000 accounts had been banned and some 150,000 faced suspensions. This moderation
activity led to a large but short-lived uptick in the volume of tweets about QAnon. On July
21, we collected approximately 165,000 tweets. On July 22, we collected more than
650,000. On July 23, our collection dropped back down to around 185,000 tweets. 

Relevance
 
Before analyzing the content of the data, we evaluate the extent to which our collection
criteria produced false positives during the data collection process. Given the flexibility of
language, some words that are highly suggestive of QAnon could also be used to refer to
other things that are completely unrelated to QAnon. We used our best discretion when
reviewing FlockWatch output and choosing collection criteria. But to confirm that our
dataset is in fact about QAnon, we chose to determine what portion of collected tweets are
not related to QAnon.
 
We began this process with a close reading of several rounds of several hundred randomly
sampled tweets to get a feel for their content. Over the course of these rounds, we
gradually built a codebook to guide our labeling of tweets as relevant (i.e., true positives) or
irrelevant (i.e., false positives). In the end, we use the following process to identify the
proportion of tweets in the dataset that are relevant and the proportion that are irrelevant.

[5] Twitter announced this moderation activity in a series of tweets sent at midnight UTC, which is 8pm EDT or
1am British Summer Time. Most media reports of the moderation activity were released on July 22.
Timestamps as reported here are in UTC.
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Figure 3. Volume of tweets sent over time

The small red circle in the lower left side of the figure marks the almost 4 day period for which we have zero
tweets
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Users whose biography, avatar, or header photo clearly evoke QAnon or other
conspiracy theories.
Users whose activity is primarily about topics that are relevant to QAnon or other
conspiracy theories.
Users whose handles are central to QAnon or other conspiracy theories or are
unambiguously about QAnon or other conspiracy theories and are not active at all or
have protected accounts.
Users whose handles are central to QAnon or other conspiracy theories, are active,
but are not active in QAnon discourse at all.
Users who are @mentioned (nearly) exclusively in the context of QAnon or other
conspiracy theories.
Users whose handles are unambiguously relevant but whose accounts are
suspended.

First, we filtered out obvious false positives that were collected because of the temporary
use of bad collection criteria. Two phrases are particularly important for QAnon on
Twitter: "Q sent me" (or "Q sent us") and "We are Q." During our preliminary analyses,
we realized that Twitter treats spaces in track parameters as logical OR operators rather
than AND operators. For example, using "we are q" as a collection term leads us to
capture a tweet like "Q: what are we doing on Memorial Day?" This sometimes leads to
many false positives in foreign languages. For example, using "q sent" as a collection
term leads to collecting many Spanish language tweets that contain "q" (short for que)
and "sentir" (a verb meaning "to feel"), such as "sentí q dormi 5 minutos nomas" ("I feel
that I slept for 5 minutes"). This first automatic filtering confirms that a collection term is
present in the text of a tweet; tweets that do not contain a collection term are flagged as
false positives.
 
Next, we found that 109 of our collection terms overlap with user account handles (e.g.,
@qanon; see Appendix B for a full list). This could increase false positives, as any tweets
that mention these accounts (and any retweets of such tweets) would be collected and
included in our dataset regardless of their content. 
 
Because of the relatively small number of these account handles, we reviewed each user
profile and a subset of their mentions to decide whether the handle should count as a
sufficient indicator that a tweet mentioning that handle is relevant for this dataset. We
consider any account handle as sufficient if it meets any of the following six criteria[6]:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

[6] Because we use the track parameter of the streaming API, we do not automatically collect tweets sent by
accounts whose handles appear in our collection criteria. We only collect tweets from such accounts if the
text of those tweets (including hashtags and URLs) also contains at least one collection term.
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Users whose handles are relatively peripheral to QAnon or other conspiracy
theories and are not primarily active in QAnon or conspiracy-related topics.
Users whose handles are peripheral to QAnon or other conspiracy theories and
are not active at all.

It contains the hashtag “#QAnon”.
It contains “QAnon”, “Q”, or “Anons” in a meaningful sentence.
It contains two or more keywords related to QAnon that are not “QAnon”.
It contains “QAnon” and another keyword related to conspiracy theories.
It contains Trump-related language (e.g., “MAGA” or “KAG”) and any term
related to QAnon.
It contains references to magic, extraterrestrials, or supernatural beings.

Tweets that express belonging to the online QAnon community.
Tweets that express belonging to the wider Trump-supporting or politically
conservative community but not the online QAnon community.
Tweets that express criticism of the online QAnon community or the QAnon
conspiracy theory.

We ignore any account handle if it meets one of the following two criteria:
 

1.

2.

Each member of the team reviewed every account independently to come to a
determination. Any disagreements were settled via majority vote during a follow-up
meeting. At the end of this process, we were left with 86 account handles that we
treat as sufficient indicators for distinguishing true positives from false positives.
For those accounts that we deemed not to be sufficient indicators, tweets
mentioning those accounts were not automatically deemed to be relevant. 
 
Finally, excluding those tweets that at-mention an account handle deemed
sufficient to indicate that a tweet is relevant to QAnon, two members of the team
hand-coded a random sample of 925 tweets to evaluate their relevance to QAnon
discussions. We coded a tweet as relevant if it meets any of the following criteria:
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

High inter-rater reliability scores (pairwise agreement: 99.41%, Krippendorf's alpha:
0.82) indicate broad agreement between the coders. This suggests that
approximately 2% of tweets collected are false positives. Because this is a small
percentage, we consider them statistical noise and leave them in the dataset.
 

Affinity

Next, we turn our attention to the content of the tweets themselves. Based on an
abductive assessment of the content of the tweets we analyzed during relevance
coding, we identified five broad, mutually-exclusive categories of tweet:
 

1.
2.

3.
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4. Tweets that are affectively neutral statements of facts about or requests for
information about QAnon or related conspiracy theories.
5. Tweets with insufficient information to clearly fit into one of the first four categories.

The same two team members that performed relevance coding categorized these tweets
by looking only at the text of the tweet itself without looking at the contents of links,
images, and reply chains.[7]
 
The first category, expressing belonging to the online QAnon community, describes
tweets that contain a clear, positive engagement with conspiracy theories. This is the
most important of the substantive categories for the purposes of this report. We approach
this by developing a list of words and expressions that indicate a high probability that the
user intended the tweet to contribute to or otherwise support QAnon-related theorizing.
These include any supportive mention of QAnon or related conspiracy theories (e.g.,
“Seth Rich”, “adrenochrome”, “pizzagate”, “pedowood”); allusions to an “awakening”,
“storm”, “hidden enemy”, “plan”, or esoteric “truth”; references to “mind control”, “clones”,
“body-doubles”, “demons”, “Satan”, or “Biblical” future events; apparent attempts to
disseminate or “decode” supposed messages from Q (“qdrops”); supportive mentions of
Gen. Michael Flynn, the phrase “2Q2Q”; or mentions of far-right conspiratorial media
outlets like Gateway Pundit. We evaluate tweets holistically, as these criteria do not rise
to the level of sufficient indicators of expressing belonging to the online QAnon
community.
 
The second category, expressing belonging to the community of Trump supporters or
conservatives, describes tweets that contain one or more of our collection terms, clear
indicators of support for Trump, the Republican Party, or conservative groups and/or
criticism of prominent liberals, the Democratic Party, or liberal groups, but no clear
indicator of belonging to or support for the online QAnon community or engagement with
conspiracy theories. Empirically, most of the tweets that fall into this category contain
“WWG1WGA” as their only relevant collection term; this slogan appears to have been
adopted by a number of mainstream conservatives and Trump supporters with no clear
participation in conspiracy theory communities.

[7] A brief and unrepresentative check of tweets with media suggests that the presence of media rarely
would change this categorization process; future work will examine tweets with links and embedded media
in a robust manner.



The third category describes tweets that express criticism of the online QAnon
community. The content of these tweets ranges from mockery (e.g., “QAnon
cultists”, “wackos”, “crazies”) to claims that QAnon is a distraction from some other,
more insidious conspiracy. In theory, this category is not mutually exclusive with the
two belonging categories described above but empirically, tweets that contain both
expressions of belonging and criticism are rare enough (about 0.2% of tweets) that
we treat the two categories as mutually exclusive. 
 
The fourth category describes tweets with a neutral valence. These are either
requests for information about, or informational tweets on, QAnon or related
conspiracy theories. In order to fit into this category, there must be no expression of
belonging or criticism in the text of the tweet.

Finally, the fifth category describes tweetsthat do not contain enough information to
fit into the other four categories. These tweets are often vague, ambiguous, or
mixed in their affective content. Many are single words or common phrases followed
by a hashtag that contains a collection term (e.g., “Thank you! #QAnon”). Others
clearly express belonging or criticism, the target of which is unclear from the text of
the tweet alone.
 
The coding procedure is as follows. First, we coded for not enough information—any
tweet that falls into this category was not considered during coding for the other
categories. Second, we coded for belonging to and criticism of the QAnon online
community. Any tweet that is coded as belonging to or criticism of the QAnon online
community is not considered during coding for belonging to the community of Trump
supporters. Finally, any tweet that was coded as not fitting into any of the other
categories is treated as neutral by default.
 
Coding was completed by two team members on a random sample of 449 tweets.
Inter-rater reliability scores for most of these categories, shown in Table 2, fall short
of the 0.80 suggestion for Krippendorf's alpha. For the purposes of this report, we
discussed each tweet about which the coders disagreed and came to a consensus
decision regarding the final category. The results that follow are based on our
coding of this representative sample of tweets.
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Table 2 describes the relative volume of tweets that fall into each category, along

with inter-rater reliability information. The majority of tweets in our dataset are

clear expressions of belonging to the QAnon online community while around

one in ten is critical. A few more than one in ten express belonging to the

community of conservative Trump supporters only, without any mention of

QAnon or other conspiracy theories. All of these tweets contain the collection

term “WWG1WGA” as compared to less than half of the tweets in the other

categories. Coders agreed that about a quarter of the tweets did not contain

enough information to categorize - empirically, many of these contain clear

expressions of belonging to the community of conservative Trump supporters

but vague or ambiguous relationships to QAnon; others express clear support or

criticism, but the target of that support or criticism is unclear. Finally, 2% of

tweets are neutral or purely informational.

Participation
 
In our dataset of 84.5 million tweets, there are 3,792,037 unique users. As users can
change both their display name (e.g., "BBC News (World)") and their screenname (e.g.,
@BBCWorld), we use the numerical user id string to identify accounts. Of these 3.8
million accounts, most (n=3,644,244, 96%) appear in our dataset with only one
screenname. Seven users had more than 50 screennames in our dataset; 205 users had
more than ten.
 
Table 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the distribution of the number of tweets per user in our
dataset. As is common in social media datasets, there is a strong right skew in this
distribution. A narrow majority of users tweeted only once in our dataset (n=1,936,081,
51.1%). In total, 2,987,446 users (78.8%) tweeted five or fewer times. Four users tweeted
more than 50,000 times in the dataset, with the most prolific user in the dataset tweeting
96,984 times.
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Of the 84,500,492 tweets in this dataset, 66,345,531 are retweets; 6,066,768 are quote
tweets; and 12,088,193 are neither retweets nor quote tweets.
 
Table 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the distribution of tweet-level retweet volume in our dataset.
In total, 5,365,755 tweets were retweeted at least once. As with the distribution of the
number of tweets per account in this dataset, the number of retweets per tweet (excluding
tweets that were never retweeted) is heavily skewed to the right. Of tweets that were
retweeted at least once, 2,468,768 (46.0%) were retweeted only once; 933,773 (17.4%)
were retweeted twice; and 472,089 (8.8%) were retweeted three times. 105,948 (2.0%)
tweets were retweeted more than 100 times, 6,135 (.1%) were retweeted more than 1,000
times, and 107 (.002%) were retweeted more than 10,000 times. One tweet was retweeted
106,728 times; the next most retweeted tweet received 52,412 retweets.
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Table 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the distribution of account-level retweet volume in our
dataset. The 5.3 million tweets that were retweeted at least once were sent by 489,244
different accounts. 160,049 (32.7%) accounts received only one retweet, 67,241 (13.7%)
received two retweets, and 38,223 (7.8%) accounts were retweeted three times. Four
accounts were retweeted more than 1 million times, 66 accounts were retweeted more
than 100,000 times, 716 accounts were retweeted more than 10,000 times, and 3,533
were retweeted more than 1,000 times.
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Table 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the distribution of the volume of retweets sent
by accounts in our dataset. 3,041,622 accounts were responsible for the 66
million retweets. Once again, the distribution of accounts is heavily skewed to
the right. 1,590,023 (52.3%) sent one retweet, 417,757 (13.7%) sent two
retweets, and 197,455 (6.5%) sent three retweets. The most prolific retweeter
created 85,524 retweets. 208 accounts sent more than 10,000 retweets, and
10,264 accounts sent more than 1,000.
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Table 7 and Figure 8 show the distribution of accounts created per day in our dataset. The
oldest five accounts in this dataset were created on March 21, 2006 (the day that Twitter
itself was created). On average, 727 accounts in this dataset were created each day for the
period March 21, 2006 through October 31, 2020. As shown in Figure 8, the number of
accounts created per day is relatively steady, with occasional spikes. 

Perhaps most notable are the days around June 1, 2020. The average number of accounts
created per day in 2020 was 1,300 (median = 1,203). In May and June, the average
number of accounts in our dataset created per day rose to 1,870 (median = 1,605). On May
28, 1,883 accounts were created, followed by days with 2,359, 2,372, and 4,097 new
accounts. The most accounts created in a single day from March 2006 through October
2020 occurred on June 1, 2020, when 7,090 accounts that appear in our dataset were
created. The next several days saw a rapid decline: 4,065 new accounts on June 2, then
3,053, 2,809, 2,523, and 2,044.

According to Twitter, eight accounts in this dataset were created at 00:00 (midnight) on
January 1, 1970. This is a reference time frequently used in computing, called the UNIX
Epoch [8].  This likely indicates corrupt data on Twitter's end for these eight accounts. We
exclude these eight accounts from this description of when accounts were created; this is
responsible for the difference between the number of unique accounts in this dataset and
the sum of the number of accounts created on each day.
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[8] https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9699919799/xrat/V4_xbd_chap03.html#tag_21_03_00_20

https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9699919799/xrat/V4_xbd_chap03.html#tag_21_03_00_20


To provide preliminary insight into the users in this dataset, we examined the text

of the user bio that most users provide. Users can update this field as often as

they like. As mentioned before, a narrow absolute majority of users tweeted only

once in this dataset (n=1,936,081, 51.1%); by definition, these users will only be

associated with one user description. For the 1,855,956 users who tweeted more

than once, 1,036,589 had the same user description associated with all of their

tweets in our dataset. Thus, 2,972,670 (78.4%) users had one user description.

Tables 8 and 9 show the distribution of unique user descriptions per user in our

dataset.
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Figure 8. Distribution of the number of accounts created per day



[9] Functionally, this means that we used Python to create a pandas dataframe with two columns (user id
and user description) and one row for each tweet in the dataset. We dropped duplicates in the dataframe
where a row was considered a duplicate only if its value in both columns matched another row's value in
both columns. Next, we tokenized each remaining user description, putting that into a third column. We
used groupby on user id to gather all of a user's descriptions together. Then, we joined all of the tokenized
descriptions into one flat list of all of the tokens in all of the descriptions. Finally, we removed all duplicates
from that list of tokens.

For the remaining 819,367 (21.6%) users who had more than one unique user description, we
wanted to ensure that our analysis included all of the variations of their user descriptions
without skewing the output to give them outsized influence. We created two unique corpuses to
accomplish this. First, we created one composite user description for each user with a unique
list of all of the unigrams (i.e., words) that appear in any of that user's descriptions.[9] We treat
this list of composite user descriptions as the corpus for examining unigrams. Second, we used
raw user descriptions to generate a list of bigrams, which we then filtered to remove duplicates
for each user.

We provide two types of output from the corpus of composite descriptions: top at-mentions and
top unigrams. For each type of output, we report prevalence rather than raw count.

First, we counted the number of user descriptions that include an at-mention of each user
handle that was included in a user description (by identifying all of the unigrams in the corpus
that begin with "@"). We converted that count to a prevalence—the top 20 at-mentions in user
descriptions are in Figure 9. We removed "@" and "@gmail" from this output, as we believe
these tokens indicate that someone is providing an email address rather than intending to at-
mention a Twitter account.
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Second, we counted the number of user descriptions that include each unique
unigram in the corpus. The top 30 unigrams in user descriptions are in Figure 10. We
removed stopwords from this output, using the "English" stopword list provided as
part of the NLTK Python package. We also removed punctuation and any unigram
with a length of one if that unigram was a letter or number (but left in emojis). Finally,
we removed several unigrams that didn't make sense on their own but that appear in
the list of top bigrams.
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Third, we counted the number of user descriptions that include each unique bigram
(two-word phrase) in the corpus. The top 30 bigrams in user descriptions are in
Figure 11. We removed bigrams if either unigram in the bigram was a stopword or
was punctuation. We also removed bigrams if either unigram had a length of zero or
was a hidden special character. Five of the top bigrams are country flag emojis; these
can be rendered either as unigrams (the emoji flag) or as bigrams (two-digit region
codes that are treated as two individual unigrams by NLTK's tweet tokenizer).[10] We
show them here as emoji flags.
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[10] https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Regional_indicator_symbol&oldid=994582770
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Taken together, these results give us a broad first look at the self-presentations of people
who participate in QAnon-related discussions on Twitter. As we would expect, there are a
number of indicators of political conservatism, Trump fandom, and expressions of
adherence to conservative Christianity. Twitter accounts such as @realdonaldtrump,
@potus, @gop, and @nra are among the most common at-mentions in user bios in our
data, and words and common phrases including “trump supporter”, “maga”, “kag”,
“conservative”, “god”, “patriot”, “husband”, “father”, “mother”, “wife”, “jesus christ” all
point to social and political conservatism among many users. It is also clear from the
prevalence of terms like “truth”, “truth seeker”, “wwg 1wga”, and at-mentions of
@genflynn that many users perceive themselves as deeply engaged in conspiracy
theorizing.
 
On the other hand, there are clear indicators of non-believers and even QAnon critics
among the user base. We find ample evidence of K-Pop fans hijacking QAnon-related
hashtags (Marcin, 2020); many of the top at-mentions are for popular K-Pop groups and
their members (e.g., @bts_twt, @weareoneexo, @b_hundred_hyun, @txt_members,
@pledis_17, @nctsmtown). We also have suggestive evidence of engagement by
Democratic partisans and other left-leaning users, as @joebiden is among the top at-
mentions and the phrases “bidenharris 2020”, “biden 2020”, and “black lives” are each
among the top bigrams in our user bios. 
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The prevalence of at-mentions for @cnn and @nytimes as well as the word “writer” in
user bios suggest that some of the tweets in our data are results of journalists and
scholars covering the QAnon phenomenon. It is also plausible that the indicators of
political liberals and journalists are actually intended as criticism of these categories in
the user bios.
 
We also find, unsurprisingly, that QAnon-related Twitter discussions tend to be US-
centric. We find the word “american” and “proud american” among the top features and
the American flag emoji is the most common bigram in the user bios by a wide margin.
Similarly, many of the most common features are in reference to American politics. On
the other hand, we find a number of indicators that people outside of the United
States are engaging in QAnon discussions online. In addition to evidence of
K-Pop fans’ involvement, we also see a number of non-American flag emojis in
our top bigrams (Mexico, Canada, Great Britain, and Israel) and Indian actor-turned-
politician Pawan Kalyan’s Twitter account (@pawankalyan) is among the top at-
mentioned accounts in the user bios. This is particularly surprising since this analysis
only examines English-language tweets.

Tweet Text
 
Finally, we provide a preliminary investigation of the content of the nearly 85 million
tweets in this dataset by identifying the most common unigrams and bigrams in the text of
tweets themselves. We chose to ignore duplicate tweet text (which includes multiple
retweets of the same original tweet as well as cases where one user copied the
text from another tweet); in total, we found 33,068,860 tweets with unique
text.[11]
 
As with user descriptions, we created two corpuses: one for unigrams and one for
bigrams. We decided to strip the hashtag symbol ("#"), as we believe that it does not
make sense to report a frequency for a word and a separate frequency for the hashtag
version of that word. For the unigram corpus, we removed collection terms from the
output of the most common unigrams; for the bigram corpus, we removed any bigrams
where both of the unigrams that make up a given bigram are collection terms. The
unigram corpus also does not contain at-mentions or emojis.
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[11] This is larger than the value of the total number of quote tweets and original tweets. Presumably, for some

of the retweets that we collected, we did not also collect the original tweet (for example, in cases where

someone retweeted a tweet originally sent before data collection for this project); in these cases, some of the 66

million retweets contributed unique tweet text to our dataset.



As with the top n-grams in user descriptions, the top unigrams and bigrams from tweet
text suggest that support for Donald Trump is an important theme in the dataset, given the
presence of "maga", 'trump", "kag", "trump 2020", and "maga wwg". Another common
theme is more directly related to QAnon. "q3665" appears in a number of tweets that link
to a Fox News segment on QAnon, where host Jesse Watters made favorable statements
about the conspiracy theory and its believers; "great awakening" is a common slogan
used by QAnon adherents. Likewise, the prevalence of the words “truth” and “children” are
indicative of QAnon theorizing regarding an alleged global child sex trafficking ring.
 
The top bigrams from tweets mostly do not directly relate to QAnon—or even politics or
contemporary events as such. A number of prominent novelists and scientists appear
here: Gertrude Stein,Vladimir Nabokov, Albert Einstein, Edward P. Jones, and others.
Further investigation is necessary to determine whether these names indicate that QAnon
adherents are quoting from notable public thinkers and writers, or if these names are
invoked as part of an effort to counter QAnon discourses.
 
Also of interest in the list of top bigrams is a number of references to chaga mushrooms
(and Annanda Chaga Mushrooms, a Canadian company that distributes products made
from these and other mushrooms). "Alternative" medicine advocates have suggested that
chaga mushrooms can be used to effectively treat COVID-19.
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Figure 12. Most prevalent unigrams in tweet text



Conclusion

In this report, we have provided an overview of activity related to the QAnon
conspiracy theory between July 2018 and October 2020. We find approximately
85 million tweets related to QAnon sent by nearly four million unique users. Of
the 85 million tweets, approximately 14% are original tweets (i.e., tweets that are
neither retweets nor quote tweets), 79% are retweets, and 7% are quote tweets.
 
As with most social media datasets, most of the distributions described here
follow a power-law distribution. For example, the overwhelming majority of
tweets in the dataset were never retweeted; the overwhelming majority
(approximately 72%) of tweets that were retweeted at least once were retweeted
three times or fewer. On the far side of the distribution, 2% of retweeted tweets
were retweeted more than 100 times.
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Figure 13. Most prevalent bigrams in tweet text
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This suggests that most users are lightly engaged, with fewer users engaging much more
frequently; most tweets likely receive little attention, with fewer standout tweets receiving
large amounts of attention.
 
Additionally, we found that just over 50% of the tweets in the dataset express support for
QAnon (or belonging in the QAnon community); another 10% more broadly express
support for Trump but don't explicitly mention QAnon; another 10% explicitly criticize
QAnon; 2% are neutral in orientation, either providing information without including any
suggestion of support or criticism of QAnon or requesting information in such a manner.
We also note that a quarter of tweets are difficult to classify into one of these four
categories.
 
The distribution of the number of tweets in the dataset over time provides a roadmap to
several future lines of inquiry. First, Twitter has engaged in several waves of moderation
targeting users who promote the QAnon conspiracy theory beginning in mid-2020. The
nature of our dataset means that the dataset grows dramatically in the immediate
aftermath of this moderation activity, as a range of users comment on the new account
suspensions. At this stage, we do not know how much of the spikes after the moderation
waves are expressing support for QAnon (or condemnation of Twitter's moderation
activity), how much is broadly critical of QAnon (or supportive of the moderation activity),
and how much is a neutral sharing of information or requesting information. We will soon
build a classifier to label all tweets in our dataset according to the "Affinity" coding
scheme described above. This will allow us to see whether the relative levels of support
and criticism of QAnon change over time—and in particular, whether the spikes in activity
after moderation activity suggest that the moderation activity is effective in reducing the
amount of pro-QAnon content on Twitter.
 
Additionally, we note an overall increase in the volume of tweets about QAnon in 2020. It
seems that the baseline level of tweets per day is higher in 2020 than in previous times,
and the spikes are dramatically higher than spikes before 2020. We suspect that two
things drove much of this increase: the COVID-19 pandemic and the resurgence of Black
Lives Matter and anti-police brutality protests after George Floyd's death on May 25,
2020. We intend to conduct case studies of the tweets around important dates related to
these two themes to understand whether and how tweets about QAnon were related to
COVID-19 and Black Lives Matter.
 
We chose to use October 31, 2020 as the cutoff for this analysis because we believe that
tweets related to QAnon in November 2020 (around the time of the presidential election)
might be substantially different. Particularly as Donald Trump drove unfounded
conspiracy theories about electoral fraud and the illegitimacy of the outcome, we expect
to find tweets that discuss both QAnon and these false accusations. 



At the same time, Twitter has engaged in more moderation activity,
particularly in the aftermath of the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol on January
6, 2021, where symbols related to QAnon were frequently seen in the
crowds surrounding the Capitol and in the crowds that stormed the building.
Future work will investigate how this increase in salience and urgency for
QAnon supporters interacted with the increased moderation activity on
Twitter. This dataset—including the new data that is still coming in—will
provide ample opportunities to investigate QAnon in numerous ways. This
paper provides an overview of QAnon-related activity on Twitter that will
serve as a foundation for future analysis, and we hope that this can be a
useful baseline for other researchers examining QAnon on Twitter and other
social networking platforms or online activity about other contentious or
harmful topics.
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Appendix A: Collection term information
 
This appendix contains information about the collection terms used for this project. Each of
the items in the "Collection term" column of the table that follows was provided to STACKS as a
track term to use in the Twitter API call. Functionally, this is equivalent to having a single term
that consists of all of the terms listed below separated by a space.
 
Additional collection terms were added over time as described in the main text. The "Start date"
column indicates the date on which a given collection term was added to the collection criteria.
 
All but two of these collection terms are still actively used. "we are q" and "q sent" were both
removed as active collection terms on November 15, 2019. When they were originally added,
the author responsible for data collection (Jackson) did not realize that spaces in the API call
function as boolean AND operators rather than being treated as a single phrase.[1] Upon
realizing this, these two terms were removed to reduce the number of tweets collected that
have nothing to do with QAnon. 
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[1] https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/tweets/filter-realtime/guides/basic-stream-

parameters#track

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/v1/tweets/filter-realtime/guides/basic-stream-parameters#track
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Appendix B: Collection term as account handles

A number of collection terms used to build this dataset correspond to the handles (also known
as screen names) used by accounts. In mid-September 2020, we identified which of the active
collection terms were currently used as account handles. 
 
We wish to emphasize that many of the accounts listed in this appendix do not tweet about
QAnon at all. Even for those accounts where tweets that at-mention the account are deemed
relevant, we make no assertion that the account itself is relevant for QAnon. This is apparent
for the accounts in this list that have not even been active in the time since QAnon emerged.
Instead, this decision is based on our determination of how people who tweet at that handle use
the handle.
 
Because non-verified users can change their account handle at any time, it is possible that
some of these terms are no longer used as account handles. It is also possible that some terms
that don't appear on this list have been used as account handles during some unknown period
of time. And it is also possible that some of the terms in this list have actually been used as
account handles at different points in time.
 
Because we use collection terms as "track" parameters for our stream API call, we collect any
tweet that at-mentions any account whose handle corresponds to a collection term. As
described in the manuscript, we treat any at-mention of some of these terms as sufficient to
know that a tweet is somehow related to QAnon. For those terms-as-account-handles that
aren't always used to discuss QAnon (for example, WWG, which is the handle for a verified
account that reports on the gaming industry), we subject the tweet to the relevance coding
procedure outlined in the manuscript.
 
We note that some of these terms correspond to accounts that themselves have no relation to
QAnon (such as WWG). Indeed, some of these accounts haven't tweeted in years, long before
the QAnon conspiracy theory emerged. Despite this, we still determined that at-mentions of
some accounts that have no relation to QAnon are still sufficient to indicate that a tweet is about
QAnon. For example, @qnavy is an account that was created in 2010 and last tweeted in 2012.
We treat any tweet that at-mentions qnavy as relevant for our dataset because we think of
qnavy as analogous to qarmy, a widely used term to refer to Q believers.
 
As of January 2021, many of these accounts have been suspended or have changed their
handle.
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